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Methodology 
 
The purpose of this section is show the procedure followed to take decision about the 
received Change Requests. A change request is a predefined form that the Aspect 
WPs fulfilled to make a request of modification or creation of a service. 
 
The next diagram represents the procedure followed from the reception of a Change 
request until its implementation if needed. 
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The Aspect WPs send Change Requests needed for the implementations of the 
prototype to WP2, in charge of prioritize the requests and forward them to WP3 if 
accepted. In some cases the change request could be forwarded to another WP (see 
CR-0009-WP4 in Annex 1). To analyze the Change Requests, the Change Control 
Board was created chosen the WP responsible of the pilots (WP4), the exploitation 
(WP10), the implementation (WP3) and the vision group in charge of define the main 
guidelines of the project. 
 
Once this change requests are analyzed, the Change Control Board takes a decision 
and feedback it to the Aspect WPs, this decision could be 1) the agreement and 
implementation of the request, 2) a petition of more information or 3) the reject of 
the change request with the explanation, in this last case, the WP can accept or deny 
the decision. If it happen, the Change Control Board will meet with the WP to analyze 
if it is possible a change in the decision to have an agreement. 
 
To follow the whole process, from the accept/reject of the change request until the 
end of the implementation all the change request are available in Bugzilla (Bugzilla 
is a server that helps to manage software development, the TENCOMPETENCE server 
is available in http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/) where the partners can check the 
status of the request.  
 
In the next section there is a list of the partners involved in the Change Control 
Board. After this section there is a table with the data of the actual status of the 
change request, with the resolution. There are also a complete list of the change 
request with the narratives and the additional comments of the Change Control 
Board and the Aspect WPs. 
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Change Control Board 
 
The last section explains the formation of the Change Control Board; this group was 
formed with the partners involved in the pilots, the implementation and the 
exploitation. Also the Vision Group was involved, the group that defines the main 
guidelines if the project. The next table contains the list of the partners that belongs 
to the Change Control Board. 
 
Person Role 
David Griffiths Vision Group + WP10  
Davinia Hernández-Leo WP4 (Pilots) 
Ruud Lemmers WP3 (Implementation) 
Miguel Arjona WP2 (WP2 Leaders) 
Carlos Méndez WP2 (WP2 Leaders) 
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Change Requests 
 
From the start of the process until now 23 change request were received. This 
section shows the status of the Change Requests, the decision taken and the 
narrative with the additional comments. 
 
To allow the Partners to check the status of the change requests all of them are 
submitted in Bugzilla  (http://wush.net/bugzilla/rulem/). Bugzilla also maintains the 
control of the different versions of the narratives, with the added comments during 
the meetings of the Change Control Board. To handle the change request there is a 
common codification: CR-nnnn-WPx, where nnnn is a sequential numeration for all 
the change requests and X the number of the WPs that requested this petition. Also, 
is included in the narrative the identifier in Bugzilla to ease the relation between the 
Bugzilla IDs and the internal codification of the Change Requests. 
 
The analysis of the change request was done by the Change Control Board, 
estimating the viability, as a result of this work, 15 change requests were approved, 
2 postponed and  6 cancelled. 1 
Accepted Change Requests 
 
In the accepted change requests, two of them were immediately assigned due is 
priority, CR-0014-WP4 and CR-0018-WP4, CR-0014-WP4 depends on CR-0018-WP4, both 
requires an email field in the system to allow an asynchronous communication. 
 
Additionally, 1 accepted change request implies changes in the Aspect WPs: CR-
0021-WP8 needs modifications in the LearnWeb tool to allow Subtype fields in the 
metadata files, and 2 accepted change requests depends of the work in WP5 and 
WP2 respectively: CR-0003-WP4 uses the WP5 services to search, an the integration of it in 
the WP3 infrastructure and CR-0012-WP4 makes reference to the usability  
 
By the other hand, CR-0011-WP4 and CR-0002-WP4 are affected for the future work in the 
aspect WPs, this change requests were accepted but postponed until this work will be done. 
 
Finally, the next accepted change requests implies changes in the code developed in 
WP3: 
 CR-0004-WP4: Add Copy and Paste Competences 
 CR-0008-WP4: Reception of alerts 
 CR-0009-WP4: Restrictions downloading files depending on privacy settings 
 CR-0015-WP4: Statistics of PCM usage 
 CR-0017-WP8: Changes in the services to minimize the response time. 
 CR-0010-WP4: Deletion of objects in the server 
 CR-0013-WP4: Using the URL as default title. 
 CR-0020-WP8: Extend the information retrieved using also the emerging relations in CR-
0022-WP8 and CR-0023-WP8 
 CR-0022-WP8: Extend the user data with preferences and history, depends 
on CR-0020-WP8. 
 CR-0023-WP8: Request about the retrieval of relations among objects (e.g., 
Competences, CDOs, Users…) depends on CR-0020-WP8 
                                               
1 To see the complete narrative of the change requests see Annex 1 of this document. 
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Cancelled Change Requests 
 
The 6 cancelled change request were closed due the next reasons: 
 CR-0007-WP4, CR-0005-WP4 and CR-0006-WP4 proposes changes outside 
the scope of the tool (e.g. chat and forum features) 
 CR-0016-WP4 proposes too general changes 
 CR-0019-WP8 was cancelled due this functionality actually exists 
 CR-0001-WP4 is duplicated  
 
The next table shows the lists of the received change requests and the status of 
them 
 
 
Bugzilla ID Requested Changed Priority Status Resolution Version Milestone CR Identifier 
303 abr-08 may-08 P1 ASSIGNED   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0014-WP4 
306 abr-08 jun-08 P1 ASSIGNED   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0018-WP8 
293 abr-08 may-08 P1 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0004-WP4 
297 abr-08 may-08 P1 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0008-WP4 
298 abr-08 may-08 P1 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0009-WP4 
304 abr-08 may-08 P1 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0015-WP4 
305 abr-08 jun-08 P1 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0017-WP8 
299 abr-08 may-08 P2 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0010-WP4 
292 abr-08 may-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0003-WP4 
301 abr-08 may-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0012-WP4 
302 abr-08 may-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0013-WP4 
308 abr-08 jun-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0020-WP8 
311 abr-08 may-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0021-WP8 
312 abr-08 may-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0022-WP8 
313 abr-08 may-08 P3 NEW   v4.0 oct-08 CR-0023-WP8 
307 abr-08 jun-08 P3 RESOLVED  WORKSFORME v4.0 oct-08 CR-0019-WP8 
300 abr-08 may-08 P5 RESOLVED LATER v4.0 --- CR-0011-WP4 
291 abr-08 may-08 P5 RESOLVED LATER v4.0 --- CR-0002-WP4 
290 abr-08 may-08 P3 RESOLVED DUPLICATE v4.0 --- CR-0001-WP4 
296 abr-08 may-08 P3 RESOLVED WONTFIX v4.0 --- CR-0007-WP4 
289 abr-08 may-08 P5 RESOLVED WONTFIX v4.0 --- CR-0016-WP4 
294 abr-08 may-08 P5 RESOLVED WONTFIX v4.0 --- CR-0005-WP4 
295 abr-08 may-08 P5 RESOLVED WONTFIX v4.0 --- CR-0006-WP4 
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List of change requests 
 
CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0001-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 290 
Title Improvement of the interaction and interface design 
Author Ayman Moghnieh (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF), edited by Ruud 
Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change 
The change is proposed according to the lessons learned in cycle 1 pilots 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Interaction, usability and interface design should be improved. Roles should be introduced. 
Subtle notification techniques should be used to provide help in context and help on 
demand. Conclusions of cycle 1 pilots formulated as set of recommendations for 
developers of system applications. These recommendations are included in the following 
extended description. Further information is available in D4.2 
(http://dspace.ou.nl/handle/1820/1153). 
 
 
Extended Description 
Table1 summarizes generic functional requirements and clusters them into four categories: 
 
Table 1: Constraints for developers of system applications  
Proper interaction design Definition of interaction contexts and 
integration of context-specific services. 
Proper Interface design Design for universal usability and 
customization. Adopting minimalism in 
interface design. 
Relationship types and roles in learning 
networks 
Empowerment of different roles and 
their discernability, support for the 
development of social relationships in 
LLL networks. 
Properties of learning environments  Using subtle notification techniques, 
providing help in context and help on 
demand.  
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The current interaction design schema can be largely bettered by defining specific and 
independent contexts where services are clustered according to their roles. This can 
expand the contact that learners aim to maintain with learning resources.  
Three contexts of interaction can be directly identified: 
1. Learner-centered overview, search and retrieval, and manipulation. Learner-
centered overview is the context where the learner logs in and retrieves his/her 
personal data (registered courses, profile, contacts, notes...). 
2. The search and retrieval context capture the learner’s quest for new resources, 
knowledge, or people. 
3. The information retrieved or appropriated is manipulated in the third context where 
learners engage in learning activities, develop their competences, produce 
materials themselves, and take assessment tasks. 
 
The three-context is a simple proposal or a starting ground for work on interaction 
contexts (identification, isolation, and engineering). We recommend that similar 
investigations are conducted as part of the design process of future systems or future 
versions.  
 
The interface design of the PCM should support universal usability. Universal usability calls 
for designing interfaces comfortable to operate for learners of all ages, genders, and 
cultures. We recommend to adopt a minimalistic approach in the design of the interfaces. 
Customization in terms of interface choice of language, colours, text-size and others can 
help learners converge the interfaces toward their preferred operational settings. For 
example, this allows elderly people to adapt the interfaces for their physical constraints. 
 
Sent to WP2 on [date] Sent to WP3 on  06/May/08 
Decision 
 
DUPLICATE of bug 289 (CR-0016-WP4) 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0002-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 291 
Title Add the possibility of using only one forum for a community 
Author Johan van Basten (LogicaCMG), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG), Davinia 
Hernández-Leo (UPF) 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change 
The change is proposed according to the lessons learned in cycle 1 pilots 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Each object (Competence, Competence Profile...) has its own forum. You only see the 
posts related to the object one is currently viewing. It's not possible to see an overview all 
topics across multiple objects. As a result, the user very often doesn't see messages 
posted by others. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Provide only one forum per Community. When working on anything in a Community, a 
user should be able to see all the topics regarding Competences, Competence Profiles, 
Actions... that are within that Community.  
 
Extended Description 
D4.2, page 100 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
   - Priority: LOW 
   - Decision: Postpone until the role of the PCM is clear at some point in the future 
(LATER) 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0003-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 292 
Title Searching resources 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Judith 
Schoonenboom (UvA), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG)  
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New  New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Intuition of utility: this functionality may be useful for users when building their own 
learning path (selecting a specific community, competence profile or action around this 
resource.   
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
It is important to find resources in a quickest way than going manually through them. So 
we need some kind of searcher to do that. 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Integrate a searcher that enables finding resources associated to specific actions within 
actual competence profiles. 
 
Extended Description 
The searching functionality may retrieved the following information about a resource: 
 Author: who have created it. 
 Title and brief description 
 Type of resource 
 Competence related with the resource 
So it will be possible to do a search to find specific resources typing some words, and find 
resources created for somebody or resources with a title or description that contain the 
word or words user have introduced. This functionality may be useful even for users when 
building their own learning path (selecting a specific community, competence profile or 
action around this resource). 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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   - Priority: MED 
   - Decision:  
   - When: October 2008 (because it needs underlying WP5 functionality, which is not 
ready yet) 
Additional note: both the PCM rich client and the PDP tool will need good "search resource" 
functionality. We should avoid a duplication of work between these two tools. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0004-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 293 
Title Create a competence development plan by copying and pasting other 
competences. 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Patricia Santos 
(UPF), Judith Schoonenboom (UvA), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3)  
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Facilitating the task of the learning designer (also tutors, users, etc.) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
In the current PCM version we can create a competence development plan manually 
inserting the whole amount of data. So, if two competence development plans have one o 
more competences in common we have to create it twice. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Instead of forcing to start from scratch, enabling reusability-oriented functionality is useful 
for the creation of new development plans.  
Extended Description 
Possibility of selecting and copying a competence and its competence development plan, 
and reusing it for creating new competence profiles or new plans. 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority:HIGH 
-When : Oct 2008 
Additional note: this would include easier switching between Competence Profiles + easy 
copying from one or multiple competences (and folders) to another Competence Profile. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0005-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 294 
Title Save the chat 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Patricia Santos 
(UPF), Judith Schoonenboom (UvA), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG)  
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Useful for checking past chat conversations and for evaluating the issues discussed. 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Save the chat conversation to be able to read it again later. 
Now if we are chatting with somebody and close the conversation window we lost the 
whole text. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
We can make a log in user computer (where client was installed) to store all the 
conversations into folders with the name of the chat user (like Msn Messenger or gTalk 
do). 
When we are in a current session, if we are chatting with a person and we closed the 
window chat, but later we open a chat with this person, we will see our last conversation. 
Extended Description 
Useful for:  
 Sometimes we close the windows accidentally and we have to ask again what have 
said the other person, what happens if it was important and the user is no longer 
available? 
 We were talking last week how to plan something and we have just forgotten, then 
we can look for it on the chat logs. 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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    - Priority:LOW 
    - Decision: Will not be do. 
    - Reason: Chat functionality will not be used in the future. 
Additional note: how can the forum + chat functionality of SLeD and Moodle / Elgg / ... 
work together. Digital Cinema is considering using Elgg as web container (and using Elgg's 
forum and chat). 
- Salzburg decision: what tool (Elgg / Moodle / ...) do we choose as standard integrative 
software? Or isn't the decision important and can we use "any" tool we like? (In DIP3 it 
states that "any" (e.g., specific organization container, webpage, ELGG, wiki, netvibes)... 
see Figure 3. But what happens with the technical integration?) 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0006-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 295 
Title Joining a chat after being initiated 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Judith 
Schoonenboom (UvA), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
(not sure 
whether 
this is a 
bug) 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Problems with chat, cannot join a chat after it has started; can only start a chat if the 
other persons are already online. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Enabling the possibility of joining a chat after it has started. 
Extended Description 
 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
    - Priority:LOW 
    - Decision: Will not be do. 
    - Reason: same that 294 (CR-0005-WP4) 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0007-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 296 
Title Upload documents to the forum 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Judith 
Schoonenboom (UvA), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New  New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Enrich the current functionality of the forum. 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
The current forum does not enable to attach files. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
An uploading option to let the user upload a file or a document to forum.  
Extended Description 
Let users upload document to the forum to be shared with other users. 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
   - Priority:LOW 
   - Decision: will not be implemented. 
Additional note: we can't address this, when the forum is taken out of the PCM. In that 
case we'll reuse the functionality offered by the integrative web container. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0008-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 297 
Title Alerts 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Judith 
Schoonenboom (UvA), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Enhancing the awareness of the activity in the system. 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
One doesn't have the option to get an alert if (1) resources are added to a competence 
profile of interest or (2) a message is posted to a forum of interest. 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Give the user the opportunity to subscribe to a competence profile or a forum to get alerts 
when new resources are available or a message is posted in a forum. Every time the 
competence profile or forum is actualized a message (e.g., email) to the subscribed users 
has to be send. 
Extended Description 
The experience in the WP4 pilots is that users are less aware in general of the activity 
performed in the PCM than in Moodle. In Moodle participants receive an alert when a new 
message in posted in the forum which potentially increase their reactions/discussions in 
those forums.  
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
 
Additional note: the alert should include information on what exactly changed. Alerts for 
changes will be sent once a day (to allow an author some time to make changes). 
  - Priority: HIGH 
  - When: Oct. 2008 
 - Decision: 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0009-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 298 
Title Restrict access to resources 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Biswa 
Bhattacharya (UNESCO-IHE), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Requirements associated to proprietary issues involved in the UNESCO-IHE pilot 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Knowledge resources can be downloaded by any user. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Due to proprietary issues there should be a possibility not to allow downloading of 
knowledge resources. This is particularly important for the water management pilot where 
access to videos/audios etc. is provided and in some cases restricting the access to these 
resources until logged in is needed. 
Extended Description 
Restrict the possibility of downloading a resource only to a group of users depending on 
their privileges or different kinds of permissions. 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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- Priority: HIGH (for UNESCO-IHE) 
 - When: 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: WP5 is working on a player for resources. Carlos to check with Krassen 
which formats are supported by this player. 
Detailed info in ID5.14i (Page 24): 
Format Thumbnail Player Upload to (storage) Access 
Plain text First N characters Browser on popup window Fedora 
API to, search, get 
reference,… 
Html text Associated Icon Browser on popup window Fedora 
API to, search, get 
reference,… 
Document “.doc” Associated Icon Associated application Fedora API to, search, get reference,… 
Spreadsheet “.xls” Associated Icon Associated application Fedora API to, search, get reference,… 
Presentation “.ppt” Associated Icon Associated application Fedora API to, search, get reference,… 
Document “.pdf” Associated Icon Associated application Fedora API to, search, get reference,… 
Image Miniature Browser on popup window Flickr 
API to search, get 
reference,… 
Video Shockwave-Thumbnail got from youTube YouTube API to, search, get reference,… 
Audio Shockwave-Thumbnail got from Iperinty Ipernity API to search, get reference,… 
Grouped resources Group miniature if available, icon otherwise 
Browser GroupMe! on 
popup window GroupMe! 
API for search, get 
reference. 
Recognized binary file 
(zip, exe…) Associated Icon Downloader Fedora 
API to, search, get 
reference,… 
Unrecognized binary 
file Generic Icon Downloader Fedora 
API toget 
reference,… 
Collaborative 
document 
Icon showing collaboration (e.g. 
handshake) Browser Wiki (?) Api to get reference 
UoLs Icon showing a zip file with a explicative text about the contents of the UoL From OpenDock OpenDock 
API to get the 
reference 
Competence  Icon of the competence according to the PCM icons PCM Fedora 
API to get the 
reference 
Communities Icon of the competence according to the PCM icons PCM Fedora 
API to get the 
reference 
Competence Profile Icon of the competence according to the PCM icons PCM Fedora 
API to get the 
reference  
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0010-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 299 
Title Delete resources/action/competence 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF), Patricia Santos 
(UPF), Carel Keuls (UNESCO-IHE), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Problems associated to maintaining the system 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
The system does not enable the creator to delete the already incorporated elements. 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Allow the creator to: 
 To delete a resource  
 To delete an action  
 To delete a competence  
 To delete a copied Competence Development Plan (after break synchronisation) 
Extended Description 
When we create a new action then we can add it to our plan. However, the creator can’t 
delete the action. We can remove it from our plan but not from system. The same problem 
is applied to action, competence and plan. 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: MED / HIGH 
 - When: Oct. 2008 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: we will allow deletion only when others are not using the object yet. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0011-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 300 
Title Be able to change the type of an Action 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Patricia Santos 
(UPF), Carel Keuls (UNESCO-IHE), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Offering flexibility to the creator / designer 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
The system does not enable to change the type of action (learning vs. assessment) when 
creating the action 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Enable the possibility of changing the "type" of an Action (eg. from learning activity to 
assessment activity and vv.) 
Extended Description 
 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: LOW 
 - When: 
 -Decision: postpone. 
 -Additional Note: this is not critical and it might be influenced by future work of Yong Wu 
Miao. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0012-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 301 
Title Usable navigation 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Patricia Santos 
(UPF), Carel Keuls (UNESCO-IHE), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Increasing usability. 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Once an action is selected, the term “action” disappears. It would be helpful and usable to 
the user to keep the global hierarchical view of its competence development plan. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
One idea to enhance the navigation in terms of usability is to show the title of the action 
preceded by the word "Action" in the tab ( for example Action> “The name of the action”) 
Extended Description 
 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: MED 
 - When: Oct. 2008 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: easy to implement. Ruud is in favour of using an icon instead of the 
"Action: " prefix. Jeroen Storm (OUNL) to decide. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0013-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 302 
Title Avoiding extra typing 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Patricia Santos 
(UPF), Carel Keuls (UNESCO-IHE), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Facilitating the task of the creator / designer 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Typing the url-name in the new Resource menu the field name has to be filled 
automatically. 
Besides, when a creator wants to add resources in an action. First the creator has to 
create the action, and then click over the action and make some steps to add a resource. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Add url-name as Title (to avoid extra typing) in New Resource by default. 
Moreover, when a creator creates an action, would be useful that in the same window the 
creator could add one or more resources. 
Extended Description 
 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: MED (simple usability improvement) 
 - When: Oct. 2008 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: this is about using the URL as default title. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0014-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 303 
Title Password recovery or password reset facility 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF),  Carel Keuls 
(UNESCO-IHE), Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Practical functionality 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
There is currently no protocol implemented in the PCM to recover a password or reset it, 
what is problematic for the usual circumstances in which the users forget their usernames 
and passwords. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
A new facility should be incorporated in the PCM where you make the login for recovery 
the password or reset it to put a new one. In this sense it will be necessary to store the e-
mail address of users so that the e-mail can be used as the mediating mechanism to 
recover the password.  
 
Extended Description 
 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: HIGH 
 - When: Oct. 2008 
 - Decision: 
 - Additional Note:Depends 306 (CR-0018-WP8) 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0015-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 304 
Title Statistics of PCM usage 
Author Jonathan Chacón (UPF), Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF), Ruud Lemmers 
(LogicaCMG) 
WP WP4 
Release Version ? Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change. 
Practical and useful for tutors, evaluators, etc. 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
The system does not currently incorporate a monitoring functionality which easily informs 
users about the usage of the system. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
The information stored in the PCM log files could be used by the system to automatically 
calculate and visualize information about the system usage. 
 
Extended Description 
See section 3.5 of D4.2 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: HIGH 
 - When: ? (as soon as possible) 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: Davinia to check (together with Christian Glahn) what statistics exactly 
are useful / interesting. The essential thing is the ability to check if users are accessing 
competence profiles. We also need to have a think about the privacy implications. 
Implementation effort depends heavily on the exact list of statistics. 
 
-Davinia: 
 
Since we should use different tools for the new pilots (not only the PCM), it is difficult to 
decide what kind of awareness information or anonymized aggregated statistics could be 
shown, how and where. Then, it seems that we should rely on the post-tests evaluation 
questionnaires to have such information. This also means that we (as pilot implementers!) 
should wait until we have these results to know what was happening in the pilots. After the 
experience in cycle 2, we may be in a position to propose a clearer related change request. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0016-WP4 BUGZILLA ID 289 
Title  
Author Davinia Hernández-Leo (UPF), edited by Ruud Lemmers (LogicaCMG) 
WP WP4 
Release Version 3.0 (May 
2008) 
Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New / 
Extension 
New: develop new functionality 
Extension: improve or extend existing functionality 
Bug: correct existing functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Reasons for the change 
Explain why it is important to implement this change 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how existing functionality should be improved 
Conclusions of cycle 1 pilots formulated as set of recommendations for developers of 
system applications. These recommendations are included in the following extended 
description. Futher information is available in D4.2 
(http://dspace.ou.nl/handle/1820/1153). 
 
 
Extended Description 
Table1 summarizes generic functional requirements and clusters them into four categories: 
 
Table 1: Constraints for developers of system applications  
Proper interaction design Definition of interaction contexts and 
integration of context-specific services. 
Proper Interface design Design for universal usability and 
customization. Adopting minimalism in 
interface design. 
Relationship types and roles in learning 
networks 
Empowerment of different roles and 
their discernability, support for the 
development of social relationships in 
LLL networks. 
Properties of learning environments  Using subtle notification techniques, 
providing help in context and help on 
demand.  
 
The current interaction design schema can be largely bettered by defining specific and 
independent contexts where services are clustered according to their roles. This can 
expand the contact that learners aim to maintain with learning resources.  
Three contexts of interaction can be directly identified: 
4. Learner-centered overview, search and retrieval, and manipulation. Learner-
centered overview is the context where the learner logs in and retrieves his/her 
personal data (registered courses, profile, contacts, notes...). 
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5. The search and retrieval context capture the learner’s quest for new resources, 
knowledge, or people. 
6. The information retrieved or appropriated is manipulated in the third context where 
learners engage in learning activities, develop their competences, produce 
materials themselves, and take assessment tasks. 
 
The three-context is a simple proposal or a starting ground for work on interaction 
contexts (identification, isolation, and engineering). We recommend that similar 
investigations are conducted as part of the design process of future systems or future 
versions.  
 
The interface design of the PCM should support universal usability. Universal usability calls 
for designing interfaces comfortable to operate for learners of all ages, genders, and 
cultures. We recommend to adopt a minimalistic approach in the design of the interfaces. 
Customization in terms of interface choice of language, colors, text-size and others can 
help learners converge the interfaces toward their preferred operational settings. For 
example, this allows elderly people to adapt the interfaces for their physical constraints. 
 
Sent to WP2 on 13/Mar/08 Sent to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
 
    - Priority:LOW 
    - Decision: Will not be do. 
    - Reason: Too generic and general 
Additional note: in the future, we need to restructure the PCM to make it fit with its 
intended use (Create Competence Profiles). 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0017-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 305 
Author Francis Brouns 
WP 8 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
extension New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
The NMT has to be able to extract data about all users in the learning network and not just 
the user who is logged in. The NMT provides a service based on the users’ information and 
need to be able determine amongst others, goal, competence development plan, 
competence level, id, date and number of actions started, id, date and number of actions 
completed, all resources belonging to actions, users subscribed to actions, etc.  
Most data we require seems to be present in the PCM system, but it can not be retrieved 
by our services, because the service is not a logged on user. 
Secondly, to retrieve the required data we need to create a lot of calls to accumulate the 
records. This will put a heavy load on the server. 
 
 
 
Extended Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 11/Mar/08 Send to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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- Priority: HIGH 
 - When: ? (after May, unclear when WP8 is intending to deliver it) 
 -Decision: additional information required to find out what data they exactly need. Ruud 
to talk to Francis to get clarity. 
 -Additional Note: 
 
Update Francis 
This should be available as soon as possible, because it prevents us from starting with 
tasks already assigned under DIP2 as well as the implementation of the Social help usage 
profile. 
 
Data we need for all people involved in the community: 
- at least userid or username, First name, Surname (or full name), email address. 
- list of all actions involved in the CDP, list of action the user already has completed, list of 
actions the user still has to complete, for each of the actions the completion status 
(started, not accessed, completed) and proficiency level. 
- all resources belonging to all activities, but linked to activity-id (need to be able to 
retrieve all resources in the network, but also need to determine to which activity the 
resource belongs). 
- rating of activity, rating of contribution 
- people contact list 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0018-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 306 
Author Francis Brouns 
WP 8 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
new New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
The NMT service requires an email address for all users in the system, because it has to 
invitate learners to participate in ad hoc communities. The user profile at the moment does 
not provide for the email address. It would be best when the email is a required field 
during the registration process, but it should also be possible to update the email address 
from the profile page. Preferably the email address would be compulsory and a validation 
of the email address would be conducted. 
 
 
Extended Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 11/Mar/08 Send to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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- Priority: HIGH 
 - When: Oct. 2008 
 - Decision: 
 - Additional Note: addition of the email also means we have to include additional 
information regarding the use of people's email address. We need to be aware of other 
implications of storing this identifying information. 
 
Update Francis 
This is needed long before October, unless we add this ourselves, or when the PCM server 
allows us to use the messaging service to contact people. 
 
RUUD: 
Rules for the use of the email address: 
1. When retrieving a user profile, the email address is only returned to users 
with the role "tenc_service" and to someone retrieving their own user profile. 
2. When retrieving a list of user profiles, the email address is not returned. 
3. The email address is not returned by other services besides "GET user" (so 
it shouldn't be added to a service containing a user link). 
4. Basic checks on validity of an email address should be performed by the 
server. 
5. A user is allowed to update his/her email address (so "PUT user" should 
support changing the email address). 
 
eMail address will be allowed, is related to the solution : CR-0017-WP8 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0019-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 307 
Author Aleksandar Dimov, SU 
WP Eight 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
Extension New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Learning Activity entity does not contain link to resources related to it. 
 
. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
List of related resources should be added to the Learning Activity entity. 
 
 
Extended Description 
WP8 needs this change in the API mainly for the Network Management Tool, to make 
search in available resources, related only to a particular CDO. This is necessary for 
providing support to learner to answer their content related questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 11/Mar/08 Send to WP3 on  24/04/08 
Decision 
 
 Learning activities already contain a link to their resources, therefore no 
 changes are needed. Updated status to WORKSFORME. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0020-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 308 
Author Aleksandar Dimov, SU 
WP Eight 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
Extension New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
User entity, as defined by PCM services document, does not have direct reference to 
entities related to it, i.e. the user entity is incomplete from the viewpoint of WP8. Lists 
currently provide info only for communities but not for users. 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
New elements should be added to the user entity 
 
 
Extended Description 
WP8 needs relation of the user entity with: 
 Current competences (list of competences acquired);  
 Desired competences 
 Competence Development Plan (or list of plans if the user is able to do more than 
one);  
 Buddies 
 Contacts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 11/Mar/08 Send to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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- Priority: 
 - When: 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: when combining the requested data from 308, 312 and 313, a lot of 
personal information is suddenly shared. We should make sure the privacy issues are 
appropriately managed. Currently, we don't see how that could be done. 
Ruud to document these issues (preferably within one page) to report the issue to WP1 
(and the WP8 leader as notification of the issue), Dai / Davinia to review the document. 
 
Update Francis 
The API documents a Resource service that can be used to retrieve resources. However, 
there is no relation to learning activity. We need to know in which learning activitiy the 
resource is being used as well as get access to the file. 
 
Priority is high, because the NMT relies on this. Without resources only a limited version 
can be implemented. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0021-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 311 
Author Aleksandar Dimov 
WP eight 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
The Overview Tool, developed in WP8 examines everything in the learning network as a 
Competence Development Opportunity (CDO). This includes all the entities, currently in 
PCM database. In this respect, a service is required, to determine what kind of CDO 
(general type and subtype) each PCM entity represents. 
 
 
Extended Description 
More specifically a CDO should have the following elements: 
 Title 
 Description 
 General Type 
 Subtype 
 Author 
 Key Competences Addressed 
 Levels of addressing of each competence 
 Rights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 22.04.2008 Send to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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- Priority: unclear (as we don't know what Overview tool functionality would be blocked) 
 - When: 
 - Decision: 
 - Additional Note: general type and subtype need to be provided by WP5 (their are 
probably some mapping issues to be resolved), the other information can be deduced from 
the current data. "Key competences addressed" will not be entered by users, they will be 
deduced from the context in which objects are used (e.g. an action used to acquire 
Competence X is an action that "addresses competence X"). 
Forward the issue to WP5: they should handle the general type and subtype. 
Ruud to talk to WP8 about how they are going to use the info. 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0022-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 312 
Author Aleksandar Dimov 
WP 8 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
Extension New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
Current user profile contains insufficient data. 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
New fields are required for the user entity. 
 
 
 
Extended Description 
The user profile should include the following additional data: 
 History of all the CDOs accessed and/or completed by the user 
 Preferences for a CDO type and subtype. 
 
CDO type is one of the following: Non-interactive materials, Interactive materials, 
Knowledge exchange contexts, Interacting directly with people. 
 
CDO subtype is one of the general browsing categories, as defined in OVT database (see: 
table, named "t_user_c_prefered_sub_types" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 22.04.2008 Send to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
- Priority: 
 - When: 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: depends on the decision for 308 (CR-0020-WP8) 
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CHANGE REQUEST 
ID CR-0023-WP8 BUGZILLA ID 313 
Author Aleksandar Dimov 
WP 8 
Release Version 2.0 Indicate in which release should be included the new 
functionality 
Type of Change 
Request 
New New: develop a new functionality 
Extension: improve or extent an existent 
functionality 
Bug: correct an existent functionality (bugs should be 
directly reported to WP3) 
Current functionality 
Briefly describe the functionality of the current release that should be changed (only for 
type Extension or bug) 
 
 
 
Summary  
Briefly describe the new functionality or how an existent one should be improved 
WP8 needs some services that return data according to some specific relations, as 
described in the Extended Description. 
 
 
Extended Description 
WP8 needs some services that return data according to some specific relations, as follows: 
 Competence-Competence relationships (a competence somehow related to another 
competence) 
 CDO-CDO relationships 
 CDO-Competence relationships 
 CDO-User relationship (any CDO that develops a competence desired by the user 
takes part in this relationship) 
 CDO-User relationship (any CDO, the type and subtype of which matches user 
preferences, takes part in this relationship) 
 User-CDO relationship (a user already connected, either completed or started doing 
it, with a CDO takes part in this relationship) 
 User-User relationship (shared competences, both desired and mastered; shares 
CDPs; buddies relationships) 
 User-Competence relationship (both cases when a user has the competence or it is 
in his desired competences list) 
 
 
Send to WP2 on 22.04.2008 Send to WP3 on  6/May/08 
Decision 
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- Priority: 
 - When: 
 -Decision: 
 -Additional Note: depends on the decision for 308. (CR-0020-WP8) 
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i http://dspace.ou.nl/bitstream/1820/1299/1/WP5_ID5_14_V0%209.pdf 
